Q: You’ve conceptualized, written, and spoken about leadership for most of your life. What are two or three leadership “truths” which you cling to?
A: Well, I cling to the definition of leadership as “the facilitating of group purpose.” I don’t like the definition of a leader who “thinks up the answer in his or her own head and then tells people to do it.” I like leaders, corporate, nonprofit or political, who are in touch with the people they’re working with. That’s important. Very important. Today, a leader simply must have a gift for collaboration—collaborative leadership. Our pluralism is so spectacularly successful. We’ve told everybody to go off in every direction and do what they want. We’re now discovering they have all got to come back to the same table and arrive at some common goals. The leader has to help with that. Another necessity is conflict resolution. We have to face the awesome capacity of the human species to be at one another’s throats. The leader has to help resolve conflicts, help collaborative problem solving. This is the task for the day.

Q: In leadership seminars, I often ask students to name persons they’ve been associated with who they consider to be first-rate leaders. Among the personal associations in your own life, whom do you regard as good leaders?
A: I have lived quite a public life, so I’m almost bound to select public leaders. I have to tell you that I knew Mr. Churchill and he was a leader—a great leader. So was Franklin Roosevelt. I have to say I have a great affection for Harry Truman—a feisty, decisive leader who had a lot of courage to do what he decided to do. He never lacked for courage.

Q: With advances surrounding the computer and related technologies, have leadership opportunities for people increased or decreased?
A: It will ultimately increase. Computers and the internet enormously increase the impersonal communication that takes place. The best leadership is highly personal and much of it face-to-face, always enhanced by the voice and presence and personal communication of the leader. I don’t want that to get away from us. I don’t want us to get so impersonal with everybody sitting in front of a screen reading words when they ought to be working together in teams with a leader in front of them.

Q: You have said that in our society “most significant changes that occur are preceded by a long train of premonitory events,” and you lamented our failure to recognize some major ones, such as the urban riots of the 60s. Are there some events or some trends that are announcing themselves to society right now?
A: Yes. You can look around and see the seedlings of things that are going to happen. I think you can see a very difficult and a very complex thing, almost the task of our time—creating wholeness that incorporates diversity. In the past 50 years there have been real attempts to emphasize communities that are not separated out from everyone else, but that have within them the diversity and the different themes and the different kinds of people that we’re going to have to bring together if we’re going to make this world work. The world is just forcing diversity on us. Patterns of migration transportation, and communication mean that we all live with neighbors that we don’t

(continued on page 3)
This is my first greeting, as President of Sigma Beta Delta, to our more than 17,000 members. It is the first time many “new members” have received our newsletter, Aspirations, a name whose significance is told in an accompanying story. Sigma Beta Delta is the newest among the three general business honor societies serving higher education, so we are all fairly new in our respective Sigma Beta Delta roles—students, faculty, and alumni.

Since being described at the initial chartering in 1994 at Belmont University as “an idea whose time has come,” Sigma Beta Delta has grown into a network of chapters at 140 colleges and universities in 38 states and 1 overseas.

The journey has been rapid and remarkable, but the true timeline of our society stretches much longer. Two persons who played major roles in the early history are Dr. Richard Scott (Baylor University), and Dr. Bob Owens (Louisiana Tech University). As presidents of Beta Gamma Sigma, they gave leadership through the exploration and developmental stages and in the founding of the society. They have completed their terms on the Executive Council and are due our admiration and appreciation for their great service.

We welcome to the Executive Council two new members elected to four-year terms: Dr. Geralyn McClure Franklin, Dean of The School of Business at the University of Texas of the Permian Basin, and Dr. Barbara H. Nemecek, Dean of the College of Business at the Montana State University-Billings. We appreciate their willingness to add Sigma Beta Delta guidance and oversight to their academic service agenda.

In accordance with the provisions of our founding as a subsidiary of Beta Gamma Sigma, we accepted responsibility effective July 1 for managing our organization as an independent entity.

A positive aspect of the transition has been the addition of Donna Thomas as our Office Manager. The council is impressed with Ms. Thomas’ administrative skills and her eagerness to learn and grow with the society. We look forward to working with such an enthusiastic and committed partner.

Another important development has been the move of our office to the campus of University of Missouri-St. Louis. A university alliance is used by many honor societies. It provides us an opportunity for collaboration with an outstanding university and still remain in the geographical area where we have business and organizational relationships.

This will be a challenging year and a very busy one as we continue to address issues arising from new management structure, new staff, and new office location. With your help, it will be productive and exciting, as it should be for the first year of a millennium.

Each of you, and certainly our faculty members, can assist the society in its goal of developing new chapters. Our foremost concern is to make sure that existing chapters operate efficiently in inducting and serving members. But closely following that priority is making Sigma Beta Delta available to other eligible college and university business programs. Providing names of faculty we can contact in business programs not having an honor society would assist in extending Sigma Beta Delta.

Finally, let me emphasize that the officers and Council members are conscious of the importance of the honor society in encouraging excellence in higher education for business. One evidence of that is our masthead which purposefully provides telephone and email contact information for each of us. We consider our Sigma Beta Delta service as an extension of the educational call our careers reflect and look forward to working with you in our common pursuit of excellence and service.
know very well. We’ve had to learn that you can build a community out of diverse people. You look out and you can see it happening. You can see people groping toward ways to do that. That’s crucial.

Another is that we’re going to recognize that early childhood leaves a long trail of consequences. Early childhood education, early childhood health—you neglect things there and you pay in the prison system and in the health system and everywhere else over years and years. We’re now groping toward the ways we can reach those youngsters early with the kind of education, with the kind of health care, and so forth, that they’ve got to have. This is a lesson that was very hard for us to learn, but we’re learning it.

Q: Following up with another question about trends, you stated in No Easy Victories that “the greatest educational invention of the nineteenth century was the land grant college. The greatest American educational invention of the twentieth century is the two-year community college.” What do you predict will be the greatest educational invention during this century?
A: I think it’s going to be a linking of educational resources with what I call life option centers. There are going to be transitional counseling centers that will be as common as health spas today. Let me suggest the reason for that. Fifty years ago what you were doing in your mid-20s was highly predictive of what you’d be doing in your mid-60s. You’re a housewife. You’re a professor. You’re an employee of GM. And you still are, at the end of your career. Today—forget it. You have six changes of job in a career. Sometimes you can get two totally different careers or three different careers. This puts a terrible burden on the individual—a burden of self-assessment. What am I going to do? I know I’ve come to a choice point. What do I have in me that is marketable and requires growth and that is big, complicated, noisy, untidy, reminds people to think about standards and meeting standards. So, I strongly favor the societies.

Q: The usual honor society protocol is to present a key and a certificate to students who meet high scholastic standards and upon graduation, send them on their way with mailings from time to time. Should we attempt more substantive follow-up in order to exploit this very large societal resource of intellect and talent?
A: Do they ever meet, as alumni, so to speak? I believe it’s very important for them to meet periodically and be in the habit of it. Ours is a society where communities are collapsing and this may be one of the many new forms of community that develops. I certainly have a very strong feeling as to what their agenda should be as alumni. That is renewal and growth and continued learning. In other words, you got into the honor society. That’s history. Now, we’re looking ahead and we’re going to figure out how you’re doing. Are you on any kind of learning curve at all? Or are you just sitting there twiddling your thumbs? This should haunt the minds of the alumni as they gather. We are here to keep the ball rolling, to keep the game going, to keep learning and trying and aspiring.

Q: Is it appropriate for “citizen involvement” to be a goal of honor society alumni development and activity?
A: I think it is. I think you’ve hit a point that is very dear to my heart. I have been interested in the cities for many years. I was chairman of the National Urban Coalition at a time when the cities were burning in the late ’60s—riots in the major cities—and I’ve been interested ever since. The interesting thing is that every city has enough potential leadership talent to run a small nation and where is it? It’s buried away in the law firms, in the executive branches of corporations, the faculties of universities, and other comfortable professional spots. Who gave them permission to stand aside and not think about their communities?

Every one of them should feel that in addition to his or her professional commitment, there’s a commitment to the community—to my city, my town, my region, my state, my nation. And this we’re far from. The most highly educated people have found themselves very comfortable, protected spots where they don’t worry about the community. And it’s wrong. So, I’m very much for asking, through their honor society, to add that to their agenda.

Q: My own view is that students who have been identified and judged by faculty as honor society recipients have exhibited leader-like behavior. Is it reasonable to extend such view and suggest that honor society is a metaphor for leadership?

(Continued on page 4)
A: I think you’re expressing an ideal rather than a reality. It would be great if this intellectual performance led on to leadership; but unfortunately, as things stand now, too many of them regard it as a point of entry into a comfortable, well-upholstered life, drawing down a salary, and being bright. That’s not enough.

Q: Since the honor society is primarily an American expression of academic excellence, would extending this phenomenon abroad be a useful way to open dialogue with universities outside the United States?
A: I see no reason why there shouldn’t be a dialogue, and it could be a very interesting dialogue. But if having had the dialogue, they choose not to pursue our path, I would say, “Well, they have their cultural patterns. We have ours.”

Q: I understand your latest book project, Life on the Learning Curve, is almost completed.
A: It’s at the publisher’s now.

Q: What’s the story behind that title?
A: It’s a story of a California boy stumbling through life, aspiring, falling on his face, trying again, wishing he’d done better, always trying, always wondering. My daughter produced the title.

Q: Dr. Gardner, your words and ideals have been influential in the foundation of Sigma Beta Delta, in the induction ritual we use, and in the name of our newsletter. What is your reaction to your imprint being so evident in our honor society?
A: Well, I’m immensely honored, you know that. I’m immensely honored that you folks would take with that level of seriousness things that I said forty years ago. It’s just a very gratifying thing for me.

Q: Finally, what would you like to communicate to those first-time Sigma Beta Delta inductees who will be honored at ceremonies during 2001?
A: I would simply say to them that what they have accomplished in order to get as far as they have is just the beginning. That there are lots of mountains to climb. They’re going to climb them; and they’re going to have to keep learning, keep growing, keep aspiring.

John Gardner’s Unique Relationship to ΣΒ∆

Many of the themes throughout the works and writings of John Gardner appear to undergird and uphold higher education’s honor community. Titles of his books—No Easy Victories, Morale, On Leadership, Self-Renewal, Excellence—literally describe the rationale of the collegiate honor society. His linkage with Sigma Beta Delta is unique and significant. From its beginning, Sigma Beta Delta has been influenced by Dr. Gardner.

For many years, Dr. Gardner has been a collector of proverbs and maxims, mostly four-worders (“easy come, easy go”), three-worders (“misery loves company”), and two-worders (“be yourself”). Along the way he asked himself, “Why not a one-word maxim?” Thus began his search for the ultimate in succinct instruction, a verb, in the imperative mood, and commanding us to do something, and whose worth “will be entirely in the soundness of the instruction given.”

His search came to my attention while reading a 1969 interview in IBM’s journal, Think, about his speech, “The Fourth Maxim,” given to the American Philosophical Society. In the speech he said that his search for the one-word maxim had yielded three words that were “almost universally nominated for the top of the list”—“live,” “love,” and “learn,” with consensus breaking down completely on the fourth. With widespread acceptance for the first three maxims, Dr. Gardner said he encountered “a fascinating and puzzling fact. Could we say that the first three maxims are more or less common knowledge and that wisdom begins with the right choice of the fourth?” He answered no, but added: “Even so, if I had only a moment with the wisest man alive, I’d be inclined to go directly to the point and ask him what his fourth maxim is.”

His speech concluded with his own choice: “At first I had a strong leaning toward the word ‘select.’ All style, all morality, all standards, all excellence in art, literature, and living begin with selection. But the one I have finally settled on is ‘aspire.’” He summarized his choice: “We are not at our best when the battle is won; we are strivers, at our best when the goal seems unattainable. We are not at our best perched at the summit; we are climbers, at our best when the way is steep.”

Dr. Gardner’s words and ideals, and especially his admonition to “aspire,” describe the process and the academicians that led Sigma Beta Delta through the idea, exploration, and creation stages. The influence is quite visible in our name—“Delta is the initial letter of the Greek word ΔΙΩΚΩ, which signifies the pursuit of meaningful aspirations,” in our ritual where members pledge to “aspire to worthy goals,” and in our newsletter, Aspirations. The prominence given by Sigma Beta Delta to Dr. Gardner’s fourth maxim attests to the society’s belief that its members are on a continuing journey toward excellence, having reached one milestone by earning the Sigma Beta Delta key. We are indebted to Dr. Gardner for articulating so eloquently an element of excellence we embrace.

True to his fourth maxim, Dr. Gardner’s search has not ended. I related earlier that during his 1969 speech he expressed his wish for advice from the “wisest man alive” to solve his puzzle. Recognizing the intellectual distinction of the assembled scholars, he asked them to assume the role of “wisest man alive” and assist in the “Great Search for the Fourth Maxim.” Each was given a notecard and asked to write down his or her choice.

He stimulated their imagination by posing the following question: “Suppose you are on your death bed and could utter only one word of advice to a son or daughter. One word! What would it be?” To lift the problem out of the context of family emotions, he rephrased it to: “Suppose that you were allowed to communicate one word of advice to a young person living in the year 2000. What would it be?” Now we are in the year 2000, more than thirty years since his challenge to find the one word of advice for the 21st century young person. The rephrasing made all of us a part of his search, specifically young people as objects of the advice.

Then and now, Dr. Gardner has been constant in his preference for “aspire” as the fourth maxim. In a book he is currently completing, titled Life on the Learning Curve, he has included a chapter titled “In Search of the Fourth Maxim.” It will reveal the sentiments expressed in 1969 by the scholars challenged to play his fourth maxim game.

When I was with Dr. Gardner recently, we speculated about the response if his question was asked to today’s scholars. What would be the response from a sample of our chapter faculty advisors, broadened by a sample from a liberal arts society, such as Phi Beta Kappa, and a community college society, such as Phi Theta Kappa? Dr. Gardner agreed that we ought to find out by requesting their choice for the fourth maxim. While the responses might not be timely for assisting in his current book project, our input could aid Dr. Gardner in his continuing search for the fourth maxim. Whatever the final outcome of Dr. Gardner’s longtime search, Sigma Beta Delta is indebted to him for inspiring us to adopt his fourth maxim, “Aspire,” as a foundation and goal of Sigma Beta Delta.
Keynote Address: “Personal Aspirations: Ethics and Integrity”

It is very important to have an organization like Sigma Beta Delta which straightforwardly espouses high ideals. It’s good to hear people talk straightforward and openly about these ideals.

We will be successful at the USAA Investment Management Company if we are good students, if we study well, if we produce good investment products, and just as important, if we every day treat our customers with the utmost integrity and we are loyal to them, and we will bend over backwards for them, and we are always honest with them. The honor society is a quick microcosm of that.

“Conversation with other advisors and presidents really was very helpful because a lot of them basically shared their views on how they encourage students.”
—Cinzia B. Moussalli, Huntingdon College

“I thoroughly enjoyed the presentation by Dr. Kehoe—“Professional Aspirations: Excellence and Integrity.” His presentation was very inspiring, thoughtful, and effective and it also kind of grounds us—at least from my perspective—to what we as the honor society strive for.”
—Kate Candee, Marian College of Fond Du Lac

“Having the honoree inducted during the reception was a very unique experience.”
—Barbara Grayson, University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff

“The meeting re-energizes me to the commitment of making Sigma Beta Delta successful.”
—Robert C. Preziosi, Nova Southeastern University

Michael J. C. Roth
Keynote Speaker
President and CEO USAA Investment Mgt. Co.

“Officers elected at the convention: Vice President, President-elect, Donald Driemeier; Secretary-Treasurer, Sandra Hart; President, Cliff Eubanks.

Howard Lacey of Concordia University at Austin pinning honorary member Roger R. Hemminghaus, Chairman Emeritus, Ultramar Diamond Shamrock Corp.

From the 2000 Biennial Convention
VOICES & VIEWS
Margin for Excellence

Members, their families and friends, and others who have contributed amorally to Sigma Beta Delta, are much appreciated for helping us meet compelling needs and are recognized below. Many of these contributions are from members who have recently begun their careers. It is particularly heartening that they decided to contribute to others so soon. We invite and appeal to contribute to join so in rewarding and encouraging scholastic excellence among collegiate business students. We welcome cash gifts, securities, and in-kind contributions; and we encourage alumni to join us in rewarding and helping us meet compelling needs and opportunities.

Three years ago, several giving opportunities were established by the society: Founding Sponsor for commitment of $5,000 or more and Sustaining Sponsor for $1,000 or more. The society’s Executive Council personally contributed sponsoring contributions of $37,000. Now, the Sponsor opportunity is being continued to enable others to participate. We hope that the business community, where many of our business graduates are employed, as well as friends in the nonprofit sector, will stand alongside us in the gap that exists between our initial organization as a subsidiary and our new status as of July 1, 2000—a totally stand-alone honor society.

A planned giving program will evolve as Sigma Beta Delta matures. In this early stage, when our need for organizational and operational support is great, we are receptive and appreciative of endowed gifts to perpetuate support of Sigma Beta Delta. Naming opportunities and suggestions will be considered for such major society activities as scholarships, lectureships, awards, and member seminars.

Among the most important financial needs of an honor society are funds for scholarships. From the outset, we budgeted for four, but have only scratched the surface in meeting our long-term objectives for scholarships. On this page, are pictured four students who this year hold Sigma Beta Delta scholarships available through the generosity of our contributors.

You are invited, in this critical period of Sigma Beta Delta’s early development to join many others in making a financial gift, hopefully as a Sponsor, or at a level of giving appropriate for you. I am pleased to be chairman of the society’s development effort and will respond to questions and comments about how we can build a financial base so that honor society opportunity can be made available to deserving students in all business and management schools and departments.

William Kehoe

Contributions December 1,

$1,000+ Sponsor

Sponsorship
Donald H. Driemeier

$500-999 Texas Wesleyan University
Sandra H. Hart

$100-499

Cumberland University
James R. Shackelford
DeVry Institute of Technology-Phoenix
William D. Moore
Lasell College
Harvey L. Bauman
Nova Southeastern University
Rex C. Patton
Kenneth D. Rawson
The Pennsylvania State University at Erie, The Behrend College
Samuel P. Black III
Sigma Chapter
Margaret Hicks
Richard J. Lewis
Urbana University
Charles J. Newman

$10-99

Beaver College
Belinda Gliansky
David A. Leposa
Patrick McGuea
Patricia A. Pinckney
Deborah L. Sparks
Belmont University
Faye S. Albright
Lisa M. Headley
University of Bridgeport
Laurie Blackshaw
Edward G. Eggel, Jr.
Kathleen B. Horne
California Lutheran University
Anastasia Hauflf
Cedar Crest College
Anna E. Nentor
Besty J. Reigel
Roland Sigal
Janis M. Thomas

Recipients include:
Amit Bansal,
Ryan M. Czyzewski,
Andrew W. Dornan
(Richard C. Scott Scholarship)
and
Leslie Harmonson

Lynchburg College
Richard T. Pugh
Maryville University of St. Louis
Karen R. Courtois
Teresa D. Haxford
Joan M. Leaver
Gina M. Travis
Glenda W. Waterman
Mary Washington College
Albert C. Anderson III
Linda M. Buckles
Frederick G. Ferares
Gloria J. Hutzinger
Michael P. Neuhard
McKendree College
Colleen M. Koehler
Metropolitan State College of Denver
Walter F. Adams III
Heather S. Bragge
Cynthia A. Rathburn
Jennifer A. Sygjen
Beth A. Capone-Trembath
Montana State University-Billings
Charles W. Hunter
Calvin L. Vandersloot
Morehead State University
Marvin Albus
Morgan State University
Yolanda Waldner
College of Mount St. Joseph
Diane A. Brunst
University of Nebraska at Kearney
James W. Hawks
Kay L. Siebenaler
University of New Haven
William G. Barbiere
Busaya Buransin
Christina Eggert
Frances J. Gauthier
Laura L. Giordano
Robert A. Guarno
Terence Henn
Jayadi Kamrasyid
James P. Lisk
Roselle McDVVett
Stanley J. Malinowski
Edward J. Nadycz
John P. Pellan
Freda B. Schroeder
Randolph D. Thomas
Doreen R. Wask
Terry L. Wethered
North Carolina State University
Robert J. Hallberg
Barbara L. Peterson
Michael E. Ross
Shoshana Sersner
William G. Springer, Jr.
Adam N. Watts
College of Notre Dame
Jeanne C. Decker
Laura Hamai
Carol L. Heavy
Tracy L. Voehl
Nova Southeastern University
Danny L. Atohmasaw
William J. Creel
Gerald A. Del Vecchio
Sharan L. Eastwood
Barbara J. Edwards
Ralf Krebs
Paulette M. Laushe
Maher A. Mobasher
James P. Murphy
Joe A. Nelson
Elizabeth Schneider-Peel
Michael K. Skag
Charlotte A. Williamson
Oakchita Baptist University
Eddie J. Aie
Palm Beach Atlantic College
Lori Ann Laverriere
Robert Morris College (PA)
Kristina A. Fautzi
Kevin R. Marraccini
Mary A. Mezoffl
Robert G. Ontochok
Ronald L. Smykal
Mary N. Sisk
Peter T. Talak
Janice C. Winters
John E. Zurka
Rollins College-Brevard
Ralph J. Pallek
Rowan University
Cheri L. Bungard
Stephen J. Janison
John Kim
Carol J. Matteson
David J. Papayck
Andrea M. Sar
Timothy D. Snyder
Dorothy J. Stubbine
Kelly S. Sullivan
Saint Mary’s College of California
John C. Burns
Zak A. Dowling
Salve Regina University
Alexander R. Bebber
Samford University
William R. Blanton
William J. Stevens
Shenandoah University
Fernando M. Neto
John D. Proe
Siena College
Patrick T. Crowe
Jill M. Foulds
Kathleen M. McLaughlin
Leno M. Nevins
Allison M. Newell
Southern Connecticut State University
Anna M. Hopson-Smith
Southern Kentucky University
Felicia A. Chandler
Southern Oregon University
Jamee M. Swanson
Southern University and A&M College at Baton Rouge
Earlene P. Brown
Southern University at New Orleans
Lakeshia Baker Lathers
Linda M. Lewis
College of Saint Elizabeth
Constance M. Dellanno
Elaine T. Meyer
Donna A. Santamansolo
Priscilla A. Taylor
Suzanne T. Trowbridge
Stephens College
Rhonda F. Byers
SUNY College at Brockport
Mark E. Allen
Carol H. Qualls
Jerald L. Weaver
Texas Wesleyan University
Thomas F. Armstrong
Jo Marie Girraf
Shannon L. Simmons
The University of Tampa
Larry J. Gaspert
Carol J. Haynes
Van L. McNeil
Truman State University
Pat Ellebracht
Alessandra S. Gentili
Eric L. Geraldson
United States Air Force Academy
Fred R. Blass
Urbana University
Peggy J. Burke
John Girvan, Jr.
Patrick N. Gooden
Frances E. Hazard
Virginia State University
Shantia Eames
Wheeler Josuit University
Holly M. Fillipovich
Widener University
Charles E. Half
Robert J. Straghan, Jr.
Wilmington College
Joyce M. Camey
Elizabeth J. Dapont
William M. Klein
Harold S. Lewis, Jr.
Larry B. Paustows
Susan J. Pheness
Cheryl J. Tratt
Winston-Salem State University
Ravva E. Brown
University of Wisconsin-Stout
Timothy L. Stevens
Founding Sponsors
Clifford L. Eubanks
William J. Kehoe
Vicki Klutts
James A. Vielhauer